NÜROO POCKET VALUE ANALYSIS

SAFETY
- Not made with NATURAL RUBBER LATEX
- REDUCES THE RISK of an infant drop/fall by maintaining proper positioning
- LINES + TUBES secure to Pocket with clip.

QUALITY
- PATENTED
- ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
- LISTED WITH THE FDA AS A CLASS I MEDICAL DEVICE
- ABLE TO WITHSTAND INDUSTRIAL LAUNDERING
- ASTM CERTIFIED AS AN INFANT CARRIER
- BREATHABLE, MOISTURE WICKING, SOFT COMPRESSION FIT

OUTCOME IMPROVEMENTS
- POSITIVE NEUROBEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES
  - [Feldman]
- NOSOCOMIAL INFECTIONS
- BREATHE FEEDING + WEIGHT GAIN
  - [Samra]
- RISK OF ACCIDENTAL EXTUBATION
- PAIN DURING HEEL STICK PROCEDURES
- SCORING FOR NAS NEONATES
- LOS
  - [Conde-Agudelo]

VALUE
- EARLIER DISCHARGE opens up capacity and enhances satisfaction with care
  - [NHS]
- REDUCED LOS has financial benefit, especially in cases of capitated payments
  - [McClead]
- REDUCTION IN LAUNDRY COSTS as blankets are replaced with the Pocket.
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